Africa – books


Africa – articles


Asia – books


Asia – articles


Latin America – books


Latin America – articles

Books and articles


Middle East – books


Arms – books


Arms – articles


Biography – books


Children – books


**Children – articles**


**Conflicts, security and armed forces – books**


**Conflicts, security and armed forces – articles**


Economics – books


History – books


Humanitarian aid – books


Humanitarian aid – articles


**Human rights – books**


**ICRC – books**


**International criminal law – books**


**International criminal law – articles**


**International humanitarian law – books**


**International humanitarian law – articles**


**NGOs, international organizations – books**


**Psychology – books**


**Psychology – articles**


**Refugees, displaced persons – books**


**Refugees, displaced persons – articles**


**Religion – books**


**Terrorism – books**


**Torture – books**


**Women – books**


The University Library is currently resuming services. We've had to think creatively, since we know some students and faculty will be on campus, while others may not opt for a residential experience. We're doing everything that we can to sustain teaching and research, while also protecting the health and safety of the campus community. Please see library.illinois.edu/covid-19 for a summary of our current efforts and our plans for this semester. Rare Book & Manuscript Library. The Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library is one of the world's largest libraries devoted entirely to rare books and manuscripts and is Yale's principal repository for literary archives, early manuscripts, and rare books. The Beinecke Library's robust collections are used to create new scholarship by researchers from around the world. Occasional posts and news stories about selected recent acquisitions. The Beinecke Library's annual reports include more of each year's recent acquisitions, briefly noted, and researchers are encouraged to search the library's collections to explore the full range of materials, both longstanding and newly acquired. New Acquisition: Philip Morin Freneau annotated books and portrait, 1732-1815. Library acquisitions is the department of a library responsible for the selection and purchase of materials or resources. The department may select vendors, negotiate consortium pricing, arrange for standing orders, and select individual titles or resources. Libraries, both physical and digital, usually have four common broad goals that help dictate these responsibilities. These goals are significant to libraries in order to maintain the basic principle of access. Each book in the library has a specific number, called a call number. Public libraries contain many books of fiction and books relevant to general use. For this reason, public libraries often use the Dewey Decimal System, the preferred system for fictional books and general use books. Generally, fiction books are alphabetized by the author under this system. If you already enjoy research, you'll grow to love special collections departments. Archives and special collections contain the most interesting items you'll encounter as you conduct your research, such as valuable and unique objects of historical and cultural significance. Things like letters, diaries, rare and local publications, pictures, original drawings, and early maps are located in special collections. Recent acquisition highlights. Updated periodically, these listings give brief descriptions of some of the more significant items recently added to the National Library's collections. Included are new items for the printed, pictures, manuscript, oral history, map, Asian and online collections. See our June 2019 acquisition report and some recent highlights below. In late 2019, Bettina Kaiser produced posters featuring koalas in response to personal fears around climate change and the suffering of the Australian landscape and wildlife. The Library has a wonderful collection of wall maps fo